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University of San Francisco 

School of Management 

Department of Public and Nonprofit Administration 

 

Meeting Summary 

Date:  10-06-15 Start 
Time: 

11:00 a.m. End 
Time: 

12:45 p.m. Location: MH 405 

 
Attendance:  Rich Callahan, Larry Brewster, Kim Connor, Frank Gigliotti, Ken Goldstein (via phone), 
Ron Harris, Catherine Horiuchi, Monika Hudson, Tim Loney, Tony Ribera, Marco Tavanti, Richard 
Waters (via phone). 
 
Agenda: Introductions; Approval of meeting notes for Dept. Meeting of September 01, 2015; 
NASPAA Annual report and Re-accreditation; Undergraduate Program Re-design, and BSM 
electives redesign; Update of MNA Part and Full-time program marketing plan to Mike Webber, 
starting fall, in San Jose and SF; Social Equity Conference at USF; Faculty Discussion of practical 
projects in each course; Report on MNA 699 Practicum registration and course; New MPA final 
course - Leadership and Ethics, and New MNA final course design; Design of new MPA Courses - 
target date (PA 713 -Mgt Practices, OB and HR, PA 717 Health Mgt; PA 732 Public Policy Analysis 
and Implementation, PA 760 Health Law & Ethics; Upcoming Programs: Center for Law Enforcement 
Leadership Conference, and MPA student lunch - Steve Hamill, Chair, USF Board of Trustees, Nov 7. 
 
Materials distributed in advance of the meeting to all faculty: 

1) Draft minutes of September 1, 2015 meeting 
2) NASPAA Annual Report 

 
I. Approval of Meeting notes for Dept. Meeting of September 01, 2015: Tony made a motion to 
approve the minutes and Tim Loney seconded. All in favor, and none opposed. 
 
II. NASPAA Annual Report and Re-Accreditation: Catherine said that there is no high drama, and 
pointed out a couple of items. We continue to have a problem having adequate faculty with Research 
and Practice experience matched to the curriculum the faculty members teach across regions. This is 
the first time that we’ve been out of compliance since reaccreditation. Per Rich, there are 4 areas of 
compliance: San Francisco, online, San Jose, and Sacramento. In the last 2 years, we only had one 
semester in which we had 33% FT faculty either in San Francisco or San Jose, and we needed 50%. 
Catherine and Larry were both out during that same semester. We are highly compliant and highly 
successful, which was only accomplished by the faculty’s herculean efforts by agreeing to teach 
overload. Catherine said that we welcome people teaching extra, but not at the expense of their 
personal lives. She added that the only thing NASPAA is looking for is Assurance of Learning. The 
University has been working on this for 10 years. It’s back in our court to keep our Assurance of 
Learning plan active. The other thing is that we’re doing better knowing where our graduates are after 
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6 months of graduation; we were at 50% and now we’re at 70%. However, the percentage of our 
students who are graduating is dropping: 90% in 2013, 86% in 2014, and 84% in 2015; the 84% 
figure represents students who started in the 2009/2010 academic year. For our online students, the 
graduation rates are lower than the on-ground students and have been dropping (around a 60% 
graduation rate). We’re doing better on admissions; there is still work to be done, but not sure what. 
Should we develop a subcommittee focused on reaccreditation? For our multi-year plan, are we going 
to bring the NPA program into our accreditation pool? The faculty needs to decide. Ron asked why 
are our students dropping before graduation. We have a lag. Do we need more current data to decide 
what to do? We do not want this to get too low before we pay attention to this. Catherine said that she 
does not know why the graduation rates are dropping; she would have to go back and look at each 
student. Rich said that we can’t control Sacramento administrative issues (that caused students to 
drop the program). For the online program, Catherine said that we never had an online program 
before, and she’s not sure how we can get the graduation rates higher. Larry wondered if other 
universities have lower online student graduation rates than on-ground students. Catherine said that 
she hasn’t seen the data on this, and wants to know more about schools like ours and check their 
graduation rates. She is going to NASPAA next week and will ask her colleagues about this. Tim said 
that the initial online group had a 100% graduation rate, and that the change really happened during 
the last year and a half (and may be due to recruitment issues). Catherine said that for some years 
we’ve been better than other years at following-up to see why students left the program, but it’s 
harder to do when the School keeps changing. Larry asked if we are doing everything we can to 
prepare for reaccreditation (AOL, etc.). He does not recall us, as a department, asking for a new 
faculty line. The other question is: do we want to be at all the campuses, only because of the 
workload issue. Catherine said that NASPAA is not concerned whatsoever with faculty overload. 
They assume that we’re working that out with our union, our dean, etc., and added that we are very 
conscientious about getting the work done. Rich said that we have good data, and if someone doesn’t 
graduate with their cohort and we look at 2½ years worth of data, we’ll have a good snapshot on the 
2011 starts. As far as new faculty lines, Rich said that Barry Doyle has asked for 2 FT faculty lines: 
one for MNA and one for MPA. Dean Davis asked that the type of justification Catherine talked about 
should be added into the request. Where it stands next is that the request goes to the full University. 
Ken said that this is the 5th time that he taught the Quantitative course; there are fewer students but 
the quality is significantly better. Rich asked Frank to send Ken a copy of the Accreditation report. 
(The report was sent to Ken subsequent to the meeting.) Rich said that we should count Ken as full-
time faculty for the NASPAA report, but he has to treat Ken as an adjunct for the University report.  
 
III. Undergraduate Program Re-design, and BSM electives redesign: Richard Waters said that 
there is nothing new to report. At the last UPC meeting, two subcommittees were created to do the 
quantitative work over the next 6 weeks or so, and they will bring back their findings to the larger 
group in November. Richard Waters is our department rep. for the UPC; Monika is also on the 
committee, speaking up for inclusion in the nonprofit and public sector. For the BSM electives 
redesign, Rich said that they are looking into consolidating the elective courses, and he will ask 
Katherine Green for the design. Rich said that our core courses in BSM are intact, and that the 
elective courses (both on-ground and online) are being redesigned. Tony asked if he and Larry could 
be on the subcommittee for the BSM redesign. Rich asked that everyone shoot him e-mail with their 
redesign suggestions. Richard Waters will keep us informed about UPC. 
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IV. Update of MNA Part and Full-time program marketing plan to Mike Webber, starting fall, in 
San Jose, and SF: Marco reported back on Mike Webber’s request. Only one student showed up for 
the Open House in San Jose on 9/21; in addition, one alumna attended. Larry asked about overall 
attendance, and Marco said that Health and Nursing had good attendance. What does this mean? It 
means that we don’t have a presence there. The student who attended did not even know we had a 
San Jose MNA program. Richard Waters added that not all programs (during the Open House) are in 
the same room; there were about 5 potential students from other programs in our room, and the 
Nursing program had a full room - not sure what they are doing right. We can’t really start the 
program in San Jose until spring 2017. If we start in SF the same time as San Jose, we won’t make 
our 50% (faculty) ratio. Richard said that he did not know why Marco and he were there. Marco said 
that we only had 2 applications, preventing us from going with the original plan of a San Jose cohort 
staring in spring 2016. The provost and the dean made the decision to start either in the spring or the 
fall, and Marco agrees that fall 2016 is not ideal. If the enrollment and marketing process goes ahead, 
we may have 10 or more admitted in San Jose. Another possibility is that if too few people apply in 
San Jose, (and if they are interested) we can invite them to join the cohort in San Francisco. Rich 
asked Marco whether he wants to report back to Mike Webber directly, or would he rather have Rich 
do it. Marco said that, per the marketing plan, the staff members in San Jose are responsible for 
reporting the numbers. Rich said that he will indicate to Mike Webber, in response to Mike’s question, 
that it is Marco’s understanding that it is the San Jose region that it responsible for marketing the part-
time program in San Jose. Larry said that the same question applies for MPA program in 
Sacramento. Richard Waters said that Helen told him after the Open House in San Jose that she is 
ready to start recruiting, but she is reluctant to recruit without knowing exactly when the program 
would start. (She is reluctant because of what happened before.) Rich clarified that this incident 
involved 4 - 5 students who, in December, were planning to begin the program in the spring, and on 
January 20th the same 4 - 5 students were still the only ones recruited, so we had to pull the course. 
Marco said that it is not good to carry on with a trend due to low enrollment. In order to avoid that, we 
made an early run. It is not that much for San Jose students to drive to San Francisco. We do not yet 
have the numbers we were promised.   
 
V. Social Equity Conference at USF:  Catherine said that we would be hosting the conference next 
year (on June 1st - June 3rd).  Richard Johnson III is sponsoring it, and Catherine offered to work with 
him. Richard has been meeting with people in the Dean’s office, and it is okay to treat Catherine as 
the point person on this. 
  
VI. Faculty Discussion of practical projects in each course: Rich said that nearly every course in 
the MPA program has practical projects, and he invited the faculty to list some of the projects that 
they ask students to complete in the courses the faculty teach. We went around the room and each 
department member spoke. Tony collaborates in small groups (4 BSM students each) who do 
research and present their findings in class as a formal presentation during an all day session. Larry, 
for his Org. Behavior course, said students work in teams (max 2 or 3), and they select one 
organization that one team member works in, and complete an OD project. Using the 4 frames of the 
Bolman text, they identify any issues. There are a full range of types and sectors, and it is a 
semester-long project. The students report out their analysis for each frame, and the group discuss 
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each frame as they see the company described through the Bolman lens. For the final project, the 
students identify one or more issues using frames and make recommendations. Larry asks them to 
hide the names of their organizations, if possible. Rich said that he finds about 1 out of 6 groups turn 
in the report to their managers at the company. For the Ethics course, Larry uses smaller 
assignments, and analyzes the code of ethics of a company. If the company does not have a code of 
ethics then the students propose one. He also asks the students to report out on the tools that they’ve 
used to analyze ethical behavior, etc. Tim Loney, for his online courses, asks his students to write a 
white paper (a position paper). They go to the HR department of an organization to determine what 
are the 3 most pressing HR questions, and inquire if they can do work for the company as a 
consultant. They can either work as a consultant or offer to conduct research and make 
recommendations. In some cases they present their findings, and sometimes there is follow-up. Larry 
encourages the students to obtain secondary data, but to collect primary data (interviews and 
surveys) if possible. Per Tim, this is an opportunity for students to network at their organizations, and 
offer themselves as a resource. Their employers may not know they are in a Master’s program. 
Catherine said that for her PA 723 course, a case project is 50% of the grade. Students need to go to 
an agency and report on it. They write 2 papers. For her other course, Policy Analysis, there is a big 
group team project, small group, and an individual project. For MNA, Marco said the project involves 
assessing need and formulating a plan, some level of analysis, and one expert interview is required. 
The projects will be featured in a public event on December 5th, and includes a mix of MNA and MPA 
students. Ron noted that the McCarthy Center is a clearinghouse to meet with organizations and 
develop community engagement. For each of Ron’s 2 courses, students learn knowledge for the 
benefit of the community. He has a list of 17 organizations he is working with, in San Francisco alone. 
Students produce an organizational proposal and use quantitative methods to produce useable data. 
Jason Lee brings panelists to class, and they discuss their career paths; Jason sends job 
opportunities for our students as well. Monika said that her BSM students complete practical projects, 
and in her Program Evaluation course, students are in triads, and they work with 3 organizations on a 
proposal. They put their proposal together, and they present their project to their community partner. 
In her spring course, the MPA students actually did the project and worked with 7 organizations. 
Marco was there for a couple of the presentations. Monika said that some were stunning projects and 
others were basic. Students were soft on statistical research methods and a little confused, and they 
weren’t clear why they used a particular methodology. The students need to be stronger. Rich 
mentioned that he sent out a list of projects over the summer and he can resend. What students learn 
from the PA 613 course are the tools to generate analysis, and to do no harm. The students only put 
information out in the public domain and interview people directly. For Richard Waters’ Public 
Communications course, students break up into groups of 3 - 4, there is a pre-selected client in the 
classroom, and students talk about opportunities beforehand. They write papers that are between 75 
- 100 pages long, and devise and create multiple tactics to help address a particular goal - very goal 
oriented. The students prepare an evaluation, a proposal, and a budget, based on the agency’s 
suggestions. The HRC campaign actually used a couple of his students’ ideas in their work this 
summer. Ken said that for his 8-week online course, his students produce a final technical report. 
They employ statistical techniques they’ve been taught. Ken said students come in terrified, but 
things have gotten better and the students, the teacher, and the course are all better. One third to one 
half of the students do a final paper in which they can employ data of use to them in their current 
positions at work. Kim said that for her Ethics applied course the students compare different mission 
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statements, complete an ethical workplace assessment, and come up with their own 6-word mission 
statement. At the end of the discussion, Rich said he would share the compiled list of projects with 
the department. He asked Monika and Richard Waters to send him their list of projects, and added 
that any additions are welcomed. 
Marco said that it makes sense to collect more data (applied and practical) work. MBA students 
should do this too. This is part of the strategic planning of the School. We want to increase 
opportunity and be strategic with partnerships. There is value to doing simulations - case studies, as 
well as concrete - real organizations. He mentioned retailing the MBA for the Malloy Group; the group 
is comprised of only MBA students, who do consulting mostly with nonprofits; this is ironic because 
NPA students are not invited to join. For Marco’s group, the majority of students are MPA (11) along 
with 2 MNA students, and hopefully there will be additions on the MNA side. The group meets every 
Thursday night online, and there are meetings with organizations - pre-established partnerships. Per 
Marco, this is an ongoing process. The group of students is inter-cohort, so that other students will 
pick up on a previous cohort’s project when it comes time for them to enroll in the course. Larry asked 
how this passing on of a project works. Marco said that this is an impact and assessment tool. 
Students will finish their project work, and in the spring, when we receive feedback from the company, 
the next cohort will address that feedback. 
 
VII. Report on MNA 699 Practicum registration and course: This is a one-time pilot course. 
Catherine asked Marco to add input from students for NASPAA. Universal Competencies. We need 
to show NASPAA and make sure that the stuff we put into the mapping for the PA 700 courses is 
being done. We need this for AACSB, for NASPAA, and eventually for NACC. Rich asked Frank to 
figure out a way to highlight anything to do with NASPAA in the notes; this is an ongoing process and 
not episodic. 
 
VIII: New MPA final course – Leadership and Ethics, and New MNA final course design: 
Catherine applauds the faculty for the retreat and for working on our program. She will be at 
NASPAA next week and Rich will also attend. The Ethics course was moved from the beginning of 
the program to the end, which is a smart and strong place to be because the course is tied closely to 
the mission of the program. 
Marco said that students in the past had a difficult time with huge projects or a final exam. Based on 
trends in other universities, students adapt to the model of one, stand-alone course, integrating ethics 
and leadership (not present until now). The NPA 684 course includes content for Ethical Leadership 
and analysis of organizations, career-driven portfolios (Marco said he will provide examples), and 
small-scale applied projects. This adds value to every course. Students want to come out of the 
program with something written that’s practical to them. He stressed practicum as another layer. Larry 
said that the idea of a portfolio is what we’ve explored in the past; the students completed the 
portfolio throughout the course of the program. Not sure how to conceptualize how one might have a 
more organized and meaningful portfolio to show prospective employers. Richard Waters said that he 
would want to take this to the Advisory Board to question the validity of it. When he worked in hiring, 
he never asked a potential employee for their portfolio. Anything is better than 3 years ago. Spring is 
the first time when we have students go through a Capstone that is completely different from the 
Capstone of the past; we would like to see how students’ experiences are different from previous 
semester’s graduates. It’s not clear what that distinction will be for students graduating in spring of 
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2016. Marco said that the portfolio is not relevant for a career but relevant for the students, and helps 
them to reflect on three major items: competencies, skills, and values. Tim said that there are 
extensive models online, self-directed learning plans that he uses with his HR class. They are tools 
for students to identify upfront what they expect to learn from us. Kim added that the group work is 
every week, but the final project is individual, and must include workplace experience. Students feel 
good about their projects, and they weave the historical, theoretical, and the practical.  
 
IX: Design of new MPA Courses - target date (PA 713 -Mgt Practices, OB and HR, PA 717 
Health Mgt; PA 732 Public Policy Analysis and Implementation, PA 760 Health Law & Ethics): 
We’re all working on the PA 700 courses, and it is a lot of work. In each course, we need to determine 
what products are suited to be included to show competencies of our programs for NASPAA. WASC 
pushed back against the Capstone model. It is disappointing when you do analysis and students may 
have forgotten how to apply it, so we want students to demonstrate what they’ve learned in the 
program in a mission-driven course. For the Ethics course that Kim and Larry teach, Larry said that 
the course is a launching point for the additional work we do for the new 700 course. Larry said that 
he is wowed by the way Kim teaches her Ethics course, and is very different from the way he had 
taught it. Rich said that he feels pressure from students because students think that the final course is 
a final exam. He added that we try to give students takeaways after each course, so we move to have 
the last course designed as a professional launch. Also (to clarify) it’s not that we wait until the last 
course for students to get to Ethical issues. The mission statement gets implicitly built-in. Rich said 
that there was a stickiness. The message struck a deeper understanding in students, and he thinks 
about ways to pursue this. Ron currently does all individual assignments; going forward, only one 
course will be a team project. Ron said that we need an exit interview for our students, especially for 
those who exit early. He asked students and they agree that group projects work during class time, 
and it’s good for them to engage together. There are transactional costs associated with group 
projects that are assigned for outside of class. Rich added that there are particular problems with free 
riders. Ron said that some will step up and some will follow. Rich said that we will put this on a future 
agenda (along with a discussion of Upcoming Programs), and Ron’s and Kim’s comments will move 
forward. Monika said that she is interested in working on PA 713 with Rich and Larry. Ron said that 
he is unable to attend the course development meeting, and Rich said he will follow-up with Catherine 
on this. 
 
Before we adjourned, at 12:45 p.m., Tim passed out a journal article titled On Emulating Classroom 
Discussion in a Distance - Delivered OBHR Course: Creating an On-Line Learning Community, by 
Holly H. Brower, from Butler University.    
 
Decisions made and Policies Approved:  
 
Action Items to be addressed after the meeting: Rich said that he will indicate to Mike Webber, in 
response to Mike’s question, that it is Marco’s understanding that it is the San Jose region that it 
responsible for marketing the part-time program in San Jose. 
 
Rich asked Frank to figure out a way to highlight anything to do with NASPAA in the notes; this is an 
ongoing process and not episodic. 
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Rich said he would share the compiled list of faculty course projects with the department. He asked 
Monika and Richard Waters to send him their list of projects, and added that any additions are 
welcomed. (Rich subsequently sent a doc out to the department titled: Skill Development, Consulting 
Practice and Applied Professional Development in projects for MPA and BSM courses. Faculty 
Discussion October 6, 2015 – Rich Callahan notes and additions by Ron Harris and Monika Hudson.)  
 
Rich said that we will put the continued discussion about the design of the new MPA courses on a 
future agenda, along with a Upcoming Programs), and Ron’s and Kim’s comments will move forward.  
 


